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Chamber of Architects in Bulgaria
defends at national and international level the interests
of about 3700 architects, landscape architects and urban
planners working in the area of planning and
investment design, taking into account
the interests of the society.

Union of Architects in Bulgariа (UAB)
is intended to defend and unite the creative
and professional interests of architects and to work
for the harmonic and sustainable development
of the territory and the residential places,
the development of the architectural education
and improvement of the architectural
normative documents.

ARCH. CHAVDARA NIKOLOVA
project manager, 34y,

In 2017 in the city of Varna was held “Get Captured by Talyana” Youth
Architectural Plein-Air. The Plein-Air restores an 80s’s
tradition and its organizers, CAB and UAB Varna, hope to reintroduce
the positive heritage of the past generations of architects, as well as
to recover the lost sense for shared responsibility for the urban space.
This plein-air is a direct result of the strong necessity for broad public
discussion on the issues of Varna development.
For six days 15 architects from Varna, Bulgaria and Romania have been
working and brainstorming in Yunashki salon, the venue, provided at
their disposal by Municipality Varna. The teams proposed four planning
strategies strategies for renovation of part of the old centre of the city,
situated between “Mussala” Square, “Preslav” Street, “Tsar Simeon” Street
and the Railway Square, conditionally named quarter “Talyana“.
The“Get Captured by Talyana” Youth Architectural Plein-Air
is a part from Varna European Youth Capital 2017 Programme.
Via this project the CAB and UAB Varna team has been trying
to build bridges between architects, society
and municipal structures.

born in the city of Varna, Bulgaria
MA architect since 2006
– ENSAV, Versailles, France
Living and working in
Varna for ten years

It was a challenge for me to take part in the organization
of “Get Captured by Talyana” Youth Architectural Plein-Air, being aware
about my responsibility, as I feel deep necessity for improvement the
aesthetics of the urban space of my native city! Varna has an incredible
potential, however the great need for strategic and visionary thinking,
with regards to its development, is clearly seen in the last decades!
Conducting of preliminary researches and public discussions would
promote investments to be made more reasonably and the results
to be long-term and more visible.
I would like to mention with great gratitude the participants
in the team of “Get Captured by Talyana” Youth Architectural Plein-Air
who were with me when implementing this responsible task that
was delegated by the managing board of CAB!
The goal of the plein-air is to show that CAB and UAB have
the potential to create planning strategies and to be
an adequate consultant of the municipal departments.
My personal wish as an architect is to be represented
by strong and responsible professional
organizations that would encourage young people
to be an active link in the development
of the city of Varna!
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What is
Тalyana?
„Talyana"* quarter is situated
in the historical centre of Varna.
It is part of Odessos city quarter
which is a region with a special
conservation regime. This is an
Archaeological Reserve and at
present it is the most abundant
in historical monuments and
archaeological finds area in Varna.
The typical Varna atmosphere
is preserved as a resort seaside
city with specific residential
architecture. Small and medium
sized businesses in the sphere
of retail trade and crafts, hotels
and restaurants are presented
in this area. Public buildings,
museums, offices, administrative
buildings, banks, etc. are available
here. The streets are quiet
and calm and the main residential
function of the territory
is preserved.

“The Tsar Simeon" and "Preslav"
streets, surrounding the territory,
are main streets. They lead from
the central pedestrian area to the
sea, where they join the seaside
“Primorski” boulevard .
“Tsar Simeon”street leads from the
central pedestrian zone towards
the Railway Station, while “Preslav”
street is a natural continuation
of the central pedestrian square
“Nezavisimost” towards the Sea
Port. The Railway Station and the
the Port are additionally accessed
via “Primorski” boulevard.
“Preslav” Street has a lot of
architectural monuments. There
are important administrative and
cultural buildings (the District
administration, the Catholic
church), and its continuation along
“San Stefano” street towards

the Port passes along the most
important archaeological region of
Varna.
The area is richly planted with
large tree vegetation, giving the
typical image of Varna as a seaside
resort. Parking is a problem and
any opportunity to create parking
lot or parking space should be
considered carefully.

* Talyan – It is a fixed naval fishing facility. It
consists of nets, situated vertically in the water
and perpendicular to the shore. Fish is caught in
it from the coastal fish passages.
s. Wikipedia

Despite all its advantages,
the territory of Talyana is
currently poorly visited by
residents and guests of the city,
its infrastructure is neglected,
the buildings are being deserted,
the monuments of culture
are being destroyed and there
are no appropriate conditions
for small business that would
revive the quarter. This Plein-аir
aims to show how from a marginal
zone “Talyana” can become an
attractive city centre for residents
and visitors of the city of Varna.
It aims to attract the attention
of the citizens to this rich in urban
history area and to increase the
opportunities for development
of small business.

WHAT DISTINGUISHES VARNA
FROM THE OTHER CITIES?

The issues we
confronted the
participants
with

WHAT DOES “SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT” MEAN IN THE
PARTICULAR CASE OF TALYANA
IN VARNA?
WHAT DISTINGUISHES TALYANA
FROM THE OTHER QUARTERS?
WHAT CRITERIA AND RULES FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT MAY BE
DEFINED?
WHICH ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT THINGS THAT
SHOULD BE CHANGED?
WHAT SHOULD NOT BE
CHANGED?
WHICH COMPONENTS OF
THE ENVIRONMENT ARE
INSUFFICIENT AND WHICH ARE
IN SURPLUS?
HOW CAN TRADITION AND
MODERNITY COEXIST?
WHAT WILL THE ARCHITECTS’
ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF TALYANA BE?

The participants were expected
to take a look at the real problems
of the historical part of Varna
in order to find out the ways
of its survival and development.
Obviously, it is impossible to
do it only at the level of the “big”
urban planning.
By the means of this plein-air
we aim to fix and evaluate
carefully the finest details
of the existence of the area
called “Talyana”, to identify
its character and issues.
To make an attempt to understand
the specifics of Varna urban
anthropology.
To clarify the links and
differences between
the neighboring parts
of the historical city.
We were expecting the
objective analysis of the
plein-air participants to set new
perspectives for observation,
vision and understanding
of Varna.

Аrchitect Ivan Trendaffilov
Chairman of the Chamber of
Architects in Bulgaria RC Varna

The evaluation
criteria for
participation
QUALITIES OF THE ANALYSIS
AND OBSERVATIONS
ORIGINALITY
OF REASONING
FEASIBILITY
OF THE PROPOSALS

JURY

Architect Victor Buzev
Chief Architect
of Municipality Varna
Architect Nikolay Rachinski
Representative of the Union
of Architects in Bulgariа
Architect Yulian Unguranu
Representative of the Chamber
of Architects in Romania
Architect Vladimir Popov
socially devoted in
architectural heritage preservation
in Balchik and Varna
Architect Miroslav Velkov
specialization Architectural heritage
preservation

BUILD
UN-DO-BUILD
TALYANA
arch. Maksim Nedkov (Bulgaria)
arch. Adnan Memet (Romenia)
arch. Sebastian Ionescu (Romenia)

“If we manage to improve the urban
quality in Talyana, we hope, that
the good experience will spread
away to the whole city.”

team

"Talyana" –
a problematic urban area

How do we uncover
the beauty of the city?

In Talyana we have
8 blocked streets:

Though situated in the city centre, it is
unattractive and isolated. If we manage
to solve part of the urban problems,
using our architects’ toolbox, Talyana can
become an important urban area.
We propose some particular steps. We
create adequate links with the pedestrian
urban area, the railway station and the
Roman Thermae. We reduce traffic and
parking so as to provide more place for
people. We supplement the architectural
image of Talyana so as the streets to be
welcoming and the buildings – inviting
people to their cozy patios. The focus of
the project is how to give life to ruinous
emblematic buildings and how to use
them efficiently. We propose models that
would attract young people in Talyana –
children, students and young investors.
Shared residential and working spaces
are reasonable means so as Talyana to
become a cozy, perspective and desired
part of the city. If we manage to improve
the urban quality of ‘Talyana’, the
successful experience will spread away
to the whole city.

Let’s take a closer look at Preslav str.
- the old main trading street of Varna.
It is one of the widest streets in the
centre. We use narrow strips on it for
pedestrians. The rest we have given to
car drivers. Giving more space to cars
than needed, brings just more chaos
in the street. If we take only two meters
away from the car area, that won’t
affect the traffic, the street will change
its atmosphere. Thus it could become an
attractive link between centre - old city harbour.

А pedestrian street blocks the traffic
on other streets, creating variety
of spaces with no traffic function. Тhey
may get part of the pedestrian zone or
become parking area.

Preslav str.

How do we invite our city guests?
The railway station is one of the city
gates. It is important when you get out of
the train to feel invited to explore the city.
In Varna we can easily manage to create
an attractive route from the train station,
through historic streets to the city centre.

approximately 460 parked cars

streets 29 500 SQM

free space 51 500 SQM

built mass 32 700 SQM
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Even though the built area is only 33%
of the actual site, at pedestrian level
the feeling is that there is not much
space. This is mainly because
of automobile oriented usage of
space(roads/parking). The unbuilt
spaces are composed of walkways and
courtyards. While the walkways are
dynamic because of the passing people,
the courtyards are static and inviting.
The street layout of the historical part
of Varna defines its identity. Once the
space will be converted into pedestrian
and the pavement restored, the border
between street and private property
can fade away. The ground floors of the
buildings can be open and incentive for
the design of the nearby public space.
On the site and close to it there are
three key spaces that can become future
hot spots for the area. The functions
of the proposed buildings could be:
Archeological museum and art galery,
mixed co-working-living and intermodal
“the gate of the city” for the “train stationharbour” plaza.

public parking
public dialog
courses
teraces
healthy living
cultural happenings
co working
workshops
pop-up market
recitals
exhibitions
debates
public architectural contest

The City of Varna represents the
convergence of three urban conditions.
It is a sea port, an important university
center and a summer beach resort.
It also possesses many kinds of urban
typologies, from historical core to
„favelas”, from socialist mass housing
to suburban sprawl, from elegant
Stadtvilla’s to closed luxury settlements.
The main idea of this proposal is to
revitalize Talyana and the whole historical
center through transforming it into an
extended campus. The models are the
cities/towns where the students are an
important part of the population and
colonize the center, living and studying
there, like Oxford, Cambridge, Münster
or even Mendrisio. The strategy consists
of investments from all universities
in renovating some old buildings and
turning them into dormitories and other
educational spaces. Having also the
American model in mind, one might
imagine that companies and other
businesses will also be attracted by
the presence of the students and other
creatives. So, the model is a composite
one, involving CoWorking and CoLiving.
Models for CoWorking were already
found in Talyana, like The Social Tea
House or the Makers Space. These
CoWorking spaces should function
together with CoLiving spaces,
and even better, mixed.

To involve the tourists’ landscape and the
potentiality of the harbour, for example,
some of the student dormitories could
become hostels in summer. One possible
scenario is to become a temporary
residence of a new „species” called
„the digital nomad”. This in a new kind of
working class being on unlimited vacation
all over the world, needing only a place to
stay and a good Internet connection.
The intervention of inserting a campus
into Talyana could be described a bit
deterministic, top down or even involving
the hated issue of social engineering.
But this could be softly done by
renovating old and cheap buildings by the
universities in the first place and creating
small nuclei of CoWorking and CoLiving.
Progressively, the inner courtyards of
the urban blocks could be opened to
the streets, making them more public
and lively. But there are still vacant plots
where large scale interventions could be
taken into consideration, “mega-mixed”
and architecturally innovative. Like this
big CoWoLi here.
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„TALYANA”
BEYOND LIMITS
arch. Nona Tsekova (Bulgaria)
arch. Tsvetan Tsekov (Bulgaria)
arch. Oana Abalaru (Romania)
arch.”Cristina Baltoi (Romania)

“The first stage is focused on emphasizing
the existing qualities of the area and the
cultural heritage that has become harder
to trace and almost completely lost the inner courtyards, the decaying
facades of the historical buildings,
the streets turned into parking, the
passages, neglected public spaces.”

team

functional and urban
tissue segregation

The concept is divided in stages and
resolves around the idea of vague
spaces and hidden routes in the area.
The first stage is focused on emphasizing
the existing qualities of the area and the
cultural heritage that has become harder
to trace and almost completely lost –
the inner courtyards, the decaying
facades of the historical buildings, the
streets turned into parking, the passages,
neglected public spaces. This could be
achieved through creating an imaginary
net that provides the very structure
of the neighbourhood – a „Talyan” –
attracting visitors from the whole city.
It will be formed by nodes, connected
by dynamically changing paths. The key
component is the space in between,
a space that has no defined character
and is often considered residual. The
nodes will materialize in the form of
interactive lighting design, that will guide
the visitors to current events (temporary
activities with minimal impact) – small
interventions in collaboration with
main cultural and educational venues
in the area – museums, galleries,
theatres, schools, etc.) – art exibitions,
presentations, building mapping
projections. The inhabitants are

main points
of interest

analysis
section line

encouraged to encounter a world beyond
their every day perception and gain both
material and spiritual benefit.
In the next stages parking will
be permitted only for local residents,
there will be streets with mixed use, slow
mobility or completely closed for traffic.
Future buffer parking spaces will be
provided in the periphery of the area
(like the current harbour area).
In the final stage, after some existing
buildings/spaces are activated for
commercial, cultural and educational
activities, the area should attract major
investments and the restoration process
can begin for the historical monuments.
The Project tries to foresee a future for
the neighborhood that could preserve
its historical heritage layers through
the process of firstly creating a strong
community.

1

“Hotspot“ in the
periphery of the area
(Opera House Varna)

3

“Perspectives of the neighbourhood”;
Historic buildings – Then and Now

2
“Entrance spot”
(”Valentina” Square)

4

Playground and street art
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IN THE NET
OF „TALYANA”
arch. Alexandra Stoica (Romania),
urb. Cristina Zlota (Romania),
arch. Darina Slavova (Bulgaria)
arch. Alexandra Babunska (Bulgaria)

“The gradual transformation of the public and
residual spaces into alternative co-working and
active “creative” recreation spaces for residents,
a new program of workshops, open-air events and
community festivals in the urban environment
would make the area a tourist destination.”

team

BROKEN
NETWORKS

CLOSED
GATES

LOCKED
CITY

Value proposition
The “In the net of Talyana” project aims
to reactivate the hidden potential of the
city’s historic core using the creative
community involvment approach.

Vision
By creating a network connecting
different creative and innovative people,
institutions, business representatives and
property owners in the area, the project
unites all urban stakeholders with the
common goal to turn Talyana into a part
of the city with a recognizable creative
identity that would transform the area into
an attractive place.

ANALYSIS
OF USER
EXPERIENCE

POTENTIAL
FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

LIVING
COMMERCIAL
CULTURAL
RUINS
VACANCY
POTENTIAL

CULTURAL MONUMENTS
DANGEROUS BUILDINGS
DEMOLISHING BUILDINGS

ARCHITECTURAL
HERITAGE

CULTURAL
MONUMENTS

Who
The vision of “Talyana” as a lively city
area with an unique heritage focuses on
the people who can make the change
and puts them in the responsible role
of “local heroes” in whose hands are
to be discovered common values, local
initiatives, start-ups and responsible
business models that can engage a wider
community in regenerating the urban
fabric.

FOCUS ON
PEOPLE & THE
COMMUNITY
OF ‘LOCAL
HEROS’

UNITED BY
SHARED
VALUES

CO-CREATE
TO FIND
WIN-WIN
SITUATIONS

WILL DEVELOP
THE SOCIAL
“NET” OF
TALYANA

CAN BE
DEVELOPED
INTO THE
PHYSICAL “NET”
OF TALYANA

Intervention
The system of modular elements for the
public space brings not only identity and
creates more cozy spaces for pedestrian
to stay, but also can be implemented in
stages and built with the participation
of a wide range of people.
The gradual transformation of the public
and residual spaces into alternative
co-working and active “creative”
recreation spaces for residents, a new
programs of workshops, open-air events
and community festivals in the urban
environment that would make the area
become a tourist destination through,
are part of the solutions.

1.
Sunday
barbeque

The international team
of Arch. Alexandra Stoica (Romania),
Urb. Cristina Zlota (Romania),
Arch. Darina Slavova (Bulgaria) and
arch. Alexandra Babunska (Bulgaria),
believe that the innovative solutions
of the creative community can solve
the existing challenges of road traffic,
the abandonment of the architectural
heritage and of empty spaces
in the city center tagged as Talyana.

Creative
community

Local
businesses

Private
households

Public
administration

Construction
workers

2.
Local
cinema

3.
Make your
own space

4.
Shared
space

5.
Skate
park

6.
Open air
co-working

S.O.S.
TALYANA
/SAFETY&
OPEN SPACES&
SOCIALIZATION/

arch. Andrei Cumpanasoiu (Romania)
arch. Konstantin Zlatarov (Bulgaria)
arch. Nevena Valcheva (Bulgaria)
arch. Florin Micu (Romania)

“The project started with the concept
of general accessibility and safety.”

team

The project started with the
concept of general accessibility
and safety. The unorganized parking
and the dangerous buildings and
façades do not add very well
towards a lively and functioning
neighborhood. The second step
was to develop a public transport
link passing through or next to
“Talyana”. Although located near
the center of Varna, the public
transport routes go around.
In addition, the planned reduction
of vehicle access to the area
would require an alternative.
After the area is secured and
connected more effectively to
the rest of the city-the organization
of public spaces can begin.
The team had several suggestions,
pedestrian streets without
obstructions and hazards, hindering
urban furniture; micro squares with
a function; shops; amphitheaters for
outdoor cinema and performances;
workshops for arts and DIY.

1. DEVELOPMENT ZONE –
MUSALA SQ.
The open space in front of the
Chamber of Architects currently
offers a limited public space
because of the parking on Musala
sq. We suggest investigating the
opportunity for an underground
parking and a car-free public space
with mixed purpose. The option
that an ancient amphitheater sits
under the square requires further
research.
2. DEVELOPMENT ZONE –
Ohrid str. and Debar str. The
crossroad of the pedestrian Debar
str. and Ohrid str. resembles a
middle-sized square with a lot
of potential. The team’s suggestion
is to make it car-free as well as
Ohrid str. They can become creative
spaces for artists of all kinds and
the west of the square – a sports
playground.

Main Pedestrian walkways and interest routes
Proposed urban transportation line for linking
train station to airport
Perimetral auto routes around the central site

Funnel spaces-areas that can support crowds
Back of house gardens and residual spaces
Bufferinq points for Talyana

3. DEVELOPMENT ZONE –
HOUSE OF THE SCIENCE
WORKER
Archeology was found in the teritory
east of the House of the Science
worker. The team suggests to
remove the existing private parking
and to transform the plot to an

archeological park also leading
towards the Ethnographic museum
on Panagyurishte str. The suggestion
is to investigate the site, get the
archeology on ground level,
construct an underground parking.
4. DEVELOPMENT ZONE –
SOFIA BANK
The building of the Sofia bank
designed by arch. Dabko Dabkov
and built in 1922, is in a derelict
condition. The team suggests a survey
of the structural condition should be
undertaken and upon the result decide
the fate of the building.
5. DEVELOPMENT ZONE –
TZARIBROD STR.
Tzaribrod str. a.k.a. “Do-it-yourself”
is a low traffic street and serves as a
parking. The concept is to transform
it into the new trade street of Talyana.
The ground floors will become
shops, which will attract the human
flow through Talyana as well as the
residents.
6. DEVELOPMENT ZONE – SAN
STEFANO STR. AND PRESLAV STR.
The square next to the junction is
currently used as a parking. The
suggestion is to turn it into a public
space as well as a stop for the concept
transport route.

THE MARKET STREET BEFORE

THE MARKET STREET AFTER

Vacant area
Link between spaces
Private gardens
Public gardens
Productive gardens

Used spaces
Unused spaces
Living spaces
Under construction
Uncetain

Living/Residential
Residential with commercial floor
Service areas
Mixed use
Institutions
Cultural
Other use
Under construction
Unused

Buildings with risk
of imminent falling
Safe buildings
Blockage

BUILDINGS
MIXED USE BUILDINGS
(COMMERCIAL, OFFICE, ADMINISTRATION)
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
(MUSEUM, GALLERY, WORKSHOP)

1

LIVING BUILDINGS
(RESIDENTIAL, HOUSES)

2

SPACES
AUTOMOBILE SPACES
(ROADS, PARKING)

3

PUBLIC SPACES
(PARKS, VEGETATION, SIDEWALKS, FOOD PLACE)
PRIVATE SPACES
(COURTYARDS)

SECTION MICROSQUARE ON OHRID STR.

PUBLIC SPACE PROPOSALS
1 EXPOSITION PARK AREA(TRADITIONAL ARTS AND CRAFTS,
OPEN AIR MUSEUM)

4

2 PUBLIC AMPHITHEATHER
(STREET PERFORMANCES, SOCIALIAZING, SHOWS)
3 OUTSIDE INFO POINT(INFORMATION ABOUT THE OLD ROMAN
TOWN)
4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARK
(A PARK THAT CONTAINS THE FOUND RUINS UNDERNEATH)
5 PUBLIC SQUARE (SOCIALISING, RELAXATION)
6 SKATE PARK (SPORTS, SOCIALISING, HAVING FUN)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7 PLAYGROUND (ACTIVITIES, SOCIALISING, HAVING FUN)
8 UNDERGROUND PARKING (150 PARKING SPACES)

1

SPORTS PLAYGROUND

2

AMPHITHEATER FOR OPEN-AIR CINEMA AND PERFORMANCE

3
4

WORKSHOP FOR VISUAL ARTS
RENOVATED OHRID STR. PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY-DEBLOCKED
AND NEW PAVEMENT

SECTION MUSALA SQ.

Creation of adequate links with
pedestrian areas and other key
areas in the central part.

MAIN
PROPOSALS
OF THE
PARTICIPANTS
for the conversion
of “Talyana” in a key part
of the urban fabric

Development of tourist routes
and new transport links.
Favouring the pedestrian via
regulating the automobile traffic:
streets with mixed use and slow
automobile traffic or totally
pedestrian traffic.
Bypass buffer parking lots.
Using free plots for emblematic
buildings.
Creating of shared residential
and working spaces, which would
create a stream of young and active
people.
Developing of the unknown spaces
and inner courtyards.

Interactive “Talyana” of
illuminating and signaling bodies,
directing visitors to the inside
neigbourhood and set places and
events.
Establishing an organization,
connecting innovatively thinking
persons, institutions, business
representatives and owners
working for turning “Talyana”
in an area of recognizable
artistic identity.
Turning the streets in the region
in an alternatively shared working
space via specially developed for
the purpose urban furnishings
of the area.
Organizing of festivals and events
in the urban environment.
Natural regeneration of the urban
matter via encouraging people,
bearing the change: “local heroes”.

LIST OF
PARTICIPANTS
ANDREI CUMPANASOIU
Master of Architecture 2008-2014
„Spiru Haret” University, Bucharest,
Romania

CRISTINA BALTOI
Master of Architecture
2006-2013
UAUIM

FLORIN MICU
Master of Architecture 2009-2015
Facultatea de Arhitectura
“G. M. Cantacuzino”,
Iasi, Romania

NEVENA VALCHEVA
Master of Architecture 2008-2014
*UACEG

CRISTINA ZLOTA
Master of Urban planning
2004-2010
*UAUIM

ADNAN MEMET
Master of Architecture
2004-2010
UAUIM
University of Sao Paulo – FAU,
Sao Paulo, Brazilia 2008-2009

SEBASTIAN IONESCU
Master of Architecture 1998-2006
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca,
Faculty of Architecture
and Urban Planning
Ph.D. Technical University
of Cluj-Napoca,
Faculty of Architecture
and Urban Planning
Thesis: ”The Ecological Community
Paradigm and the New Urbanism.
The Symbolic versus
Social Relationship”
2010-2015
Teaching Assistant
at Technical University
of Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of Architecture
and Urban Planning

TSVETAN TSEKOV
Master of Architecture 2006-2012
UACEG

ALEXANDRA STOICA
Master of Architecture
2004-2010
UAUIM
School of Specialization in Restoration
of Historical Monuments and
Landscape,Sapienza University of Rome,
Italy, 2012-2014
Master “Society and Identities in
Central Europe”, Faculty of History and
Philosophy Babes-Bolyai, Cluj,
2011 - 2013, pending
*UAUIM – Unversity of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu”, Buharest, Romania

OANA ABALARU
Master of Architecture 2014
UAUIM
Sapienza University of Rome, Italy,
(Erasmus 2011-2012)
PhD. Student Research subject: "In Between"
Time and Space. Interventions in
Urban Archaeological Sites

NONA TSEKOVA
Master of Architecture 2009-2015
UACEG
University of Kaiserslautern,
Germany (Erasmus 2013-2014)
PhD. Student Research subject
„Innovative methods of bionics and
biomimetics in architecture and their
transformations“, Bulgarian academy
of science, Sofia

PARTICIPANTS
* UACEG – University of Architecture, Civil Engineering
and geodesy , Sofia, Bulgaria

ALEXANDRA BABUNSKA
Master of Architecture 2004-2010
UACEG

KONSTANTIN ZLATAROV
Bachelor of Architecture 2013-2016
University of Greenwich, London, UK

The Plein-Air was
a creative adventure!

DARINA SLAVOVA
Master of Architecture 2004-2010
VSU – “Lyuben Karavelov”,
Sofia, Bulgaria
PhD student “Contemporary
Innovations in traditional Bulgarian
houses”, 2014
Course on the preservation
of the immovable cultural heritage
for architects, National Institute
of Immovable Cultural Heritage
and Ecole de Chaillot, 2016

MAKSIM NEDKOV
Master of Architecture 2008-2014
Technical University Munich, Germany
Technical University of Delft, Holland,
(Erasmus 2011 – 2012)

Precious acquaintances
with recently unknown
persons and buildings
in a seemingly
well-known city.

PARTICIPANTS

Nona Tsekova

Tsvetan Tsekov
Only via urban planning
with broad public
participation, the urban
matter may be developed,
so as to comply with Varna
citizens’ needs!
Andrei Cumpanasoiu

As architects we blindly pick
from the beauty of Varna.
The Plein-Air.
Did a red light flash?
For a few days we have been
dreaming for development
and setting of our urban
environment.
Maxim Nedkov

Such rare events in our city
give me hope that there
is a future and it is in
our hands.
Konstantin Zlatarev

https://www.facebook.com/Cartoonialand/

velux.bg

Енергийната ефективност
сега е по-достъпна!

троен

стъклопакет!

